Omnichannel Commerce
The New Norm Of Car Buying

Car-buying behavior is changing, driven by customers’ desire for
modern convenience. Much like the way they shop for most anything
else, more and more customers are going online to complete at least
some portion of the car-buying experience.
As a result, the role of the dealer is changing, too. To stay competitive,
progressive dealerships are turning to omnichannel commerce
solutions like Roadster’s to deliver a seamless, streamlined and
satisfying shopping experience, and to increase efficiencies.

ROADSTER.COM

Digital On Demand
Immediate access to digital information has generated a sense of entitlement to fast,
simple and efficient shopping experiences — from meals to mortgages, and now automotive.
People are moving to buy cars online faster than any other type of purchase before it.
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Millennials In The Driver's Seat
The move to online car buying is particularly driven by millennials, whose satisfaction
with the in-store experience is lower than their predecessors.
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In-store Still Matters
Nearly half of car buying experiences begin online, and then move back and forth
offline and online, typically switching 4x between them.

online
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important to
have a personal
connection at
the dealership.
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Autotrader Car Buyer of the Future Study • Cox Future of Digital Retailing Study
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88%

of consumers
won’t buy a
car without
test-driving it.

Online + In-store = Happier Customers
Omnichannel commerce solutions like Roadster’s facilitate an earlier connection
between dealer and customer, and offers convenience and transparency. This translates
into more trust and efficiency, which results in more satisfied shoppers.
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172%

of shoppers want to use digital
tools to work side-by-side with
dealers in-store.

54%

increase in customer satisfaction
with time spent at the dealership,
when online shopping was
combined with an in-store purchase.

of shoppers would buy from
a dealership that offered their
preferred experience over the
lowest price.

Autotrader, Car Buyer of the Future Study, 2015 • Cox, Digital F&I Experience Study, 2015

Time Savings Is A Key Factor
Customer satisfaction drops considerably after the first 90-minutes. Starting deals
online significantly reduces the time customers spend in-store.

BUYERS SATISFACTION vs. TIME IN DEALERSHIP

F&I is a big piece of the omnichannel
experience, and has the biggest impact
on time spent in-store.
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of buyers are satisfied with their purchase
when F&I is presented digitally vs. 64% who
experience the traditional in-store presentation.

Omnichannel Commerce Is
Better For Dealers, Too
Omnichannel commerce offers dealers more control and less margin compression.

Empowers dealers to offer tools, information

Saves 3-6 hours per transaction.1

and pricing directly to the shopper online.

Takes the customer from start to finish, giving
managers higher value tasks to drive business.

Creates efficiencies in the dealership
sales process.

Up to 20% of sales and marketing costs can
be cut with an integrated, seamless model.2

Establishes a deeper, more trusted
Satisfied shoppers close deals 6 days faster.3

relationship with car buyers.

Boosts visibility and sales of value-added
products like accessories and F&I packages.

71%

of consumers would be more inclined to
purchase F&I products if they did their own
research at home before buying a vehicle.4

5 Steps To Omnichannel Success
To win at the omnichannel game, dealers need to do the following:

1

Understand customer preferences
and shopping behaviors.

4

Evaluate their current sales process and
consider new roles and methods to
adapt to the changing landscape.

3

2

Create a seamless experience
as shoppers switch between
online to offline channels.

Access smarter analytics
and reporting to generate
valuable insights.

5

Expand their view of “success,” beyond volume and margins, to include
operational aspects like quick and consistent customer experiences, and
sales and marketing efficiencies.

1: Roadster dealer study • 2: Bain & Company, The Future of Car Sales Is Omnichannel, September 2017 • 3: Cox Automotive,
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2016; study based on a qualified sample of Cox Automotive Digital Retailing product customers using VinSolutions CRM
between December 2015 and December 2016 • 4: Cox Automotive, Maintenance & Repair Study, March 2016

Roadster’s Omnichannel Essentials

Deal-building tools

Accurate calculations and
multiple payment options

Easy trade valuation

Secure credit application

F&I packages and
education

Accessories store

Deal management and
communication tools

Vehicle pick-up or
delivery options

Roadster Results
HAPPIER CUSTOMERS

85
NPS

Roadster dealer partners
receive an average NPS
of 85, compared to the
industry average of 48.

STRONG F&I RESULTS
Roadster dealer partners
maintain F&I results while
increasing efficiencies
and close rates.

MORE EFFICIENCY

6

HRS
SAVED

Roadster dealer partners
report saving 3 to 6
hours per sale.

HIGH ENGAGEMENT

30%

of dealer site visitors shop
the Express Storefront.

BETTER CLOSE RATES

3x

FASTER

15% of Express Storefront
customers close deals,
3x that of standard
internet leads.

TA K E A T E S T D R I V E
ROADSTER.COM

Contact dealersales@roadster.com for a live demo.

